

Reading Leviticus (5)					Sunday 6 December 2015
Chapter 11 opens a whole new subject, and then so does chapter 12, and then 13-14, and finally chapter 15, which rounds off the first half of Leviticus. I'm going to try to take us through all of it because in a sense the final message is singular, namely that it is the world of separations and exclusion, the world of illness and corruption, the world of flesh and blood, male and female, which God will bring and has brought to Himself in Jesus Christ. All that veers apart and away from God, God wills to call back to himself, to rescue, to save. For this tonight we give thanks!
Chapter 11. Those who know their Bibles will be familiar (a little) with creatures being clean or unclean. The details we could talk about for a long time, no doubt, but the emphasis in Leviticus is on there being distinctions. But interestingly, as we read the details, we notice that there are unclean animals which figure elsewhere in Scripture as powerful and beautiful, the lion or the eagle for example. Unclean animals are not rejects! They are just, for ritual purposes, unclean, and if this is quite clear in the Old Testament, it became even more clear when the scope of salvation was widened behind the Jews. For if it is from God that the distinction is made, God may remove the distinction. Here in the Old Testament, pointing to the healing of all of creation, those that are clean are offered for love's sake, for the sake of the others. The perfect solution is for all borders are crossed, and therefore in the fullness of time, Jesus, God with us, crossed over so that two might be one, that the lion will lie down with the calf just as we human beings who rebel against our maker will be brought into the most perfect holy communion. But for now there are distinctions. Since we eat every day, the distinctions of what we can and cannot eat call people to remember, there is rather much in the created order of tearing apart. Only “clean” animals will be sacrificed so as to point the faithful to a better place where there is no them and us. Similarly, the identification of a holy people is so that all may drawn into holiness. Jesus Christ pointed us absolutely in that direction.
Chapter 12. Women and childbirth. I think I mentioned it before that in the Torah (from the creation account on) the animal world is focused on before the human race, so now in chapter 12 we’re ready for something about human beings and uncleanness. As we read it, we may remember that in later time with Jesus being born of a woman, Mary had to go through a rite of purification. So what's it about? Again the details rather intriguingly draw us on. There are inequalities between having a male or female child; and the flow of blood carries double meaning, for as it allows the baby’s safe arrival, bloodshed in any form also speaks of something fearful. We've had it before in Leviticus. Blood marks who we are before God. Will we live and let live, or will we live and cause others to die? The instructions of being unclean imply that even as the new child is born, the possibilities of separating from God are there. Purification rituals keep God in the picture. Purification rituals point us to the need, as long as we are alive, always to be purified. (semper purificanda teaches the Roman Catholic Church; we are more used in our church to semper reformanda) What about inequalities? Inequalities are tricky. I would never doubt that God values us equally – Galatians on male and female being one in Christ is absolutely on target – so again we are talking about a sign here. We need to deal with inequality. Here in the Old Testament these differences in sacrificial ritual speak of that, just as later in the New Testament, Paul advises that we subject ourselves to one another (Ephesians 5) and that Jesus himself took the nature of a servant (Philippians 2) – taking on inequality in solidarity, that is. Do you hear this? Because life and love are potentially bloody and regularly bloody, and because life and love involve male and female who are regularly not respecting otherness (gender bullying is an ancient problem), the ritual lifts this up and points us to God. We await times without the shedding of blood, and times after sexism. For now, the Jews demand purification for women and circumcision of males; bloodshed is turned into a sign of the flesh being subject before God. Jesus went with this, born a Jew and under these rituals, and then he gave himself on the cross, that with his once for all shedding of blood, we in our flesh might follow him into the new creation. Blessed are the pure in heart. Baptism into his death, and no need for circumcision. 
Chapters 13 and 14. Pages on infectious skin diseases (which may be leprosy but leprosy probably is too specific a diagnosis), and meshed in with this, the infection so to speak of clothing and houses (mildew, rising damp and the like). Well, Jesus healed the lepers, this is background at the very least to that, but the Old Testament take has its own interest. Skin disease wastes away life, corrupts the flesh. The best-known skin disease sufferers in the Old Testament are Miriam and Naaman, both of them afflicted by pride, a readiness to engage in slander and gossip. The fitting punishment is being excluded, driven away; the fitting remedy is humility (using the plant hyssop is always a sign of that). So where there is corruption, we look for the healing of God. Details are forever fascinating. Where God has allowed sin to eat into the human being, He provides for cleansing by means of a living bird and living water (14. 4,6) – by the Spirit and the Word! The one healed is to be utterly shaved, to look as it were like a new-born child (14.8-9). Clothing (13.47ff) and houses (14.33 ff.) can be tainted. Bible readers are led by God to see the scope of corruptibility in the world God seeks to redeem.
Chapter 15, on emissions and discharges. A beautiful case in point of how people run a mile from Leviticus and yet we should not! This chapter is all about human sexuality, about men and about women, and although in sequence some have tried to read as a continuation from chapter 14 on diseases, that doesn’t really work; rather there seems to be a paired focus, on the one hand on what comes out of the penis and then what comes out of the vagina. In ancient thought, semen and blood, both are constitutive of life; and therefore Leviticus leads thinking about the “wasting” so to speak of semen and of blood, how that in a sense frustrates life – and similarly, intercourse with a menstruating woman (v.24). The body, made to give life, requires cleansing when that is not going to happen.
Not a usual preaching topic, but I want to continue a little bit longer on this. The Hebrew original makes clear that after menstruation there is one kind of uncleanness, but after a wilful or unnatural loss of semen or blood (2-12, 25-30), there is a different kind of uncleanness. That said, in the latter case the sacrifice required is the same as that offered for purification after a natural birth – as if to say this is not so necessarily wilful hostility to God, but it may be part of our ingrained sinfulness. It is connected, isn’t it, with where we have already been. Living in this world, with this flesh, as if there were no God, that’s not on, according to this teaching. Unproductive sexual discharges are taken into being a sign of this. As we are sexual beings, we are still to be orientated on God. And this is not, as probably we all know, the only point at which Leviticus gives teaching on sexual matters. This chapter of Leviticus is quite loaded in the direction of young people, it goes without saying, and another passage in Scripture we could connect in here is the famous Ecclesiastes chapter 12: “Remember your Creator in the days of your youth”. Life can be wasted away in youth, or time can be found for God, which includes matters sexual. Physical existence is a gift and responsibility, and the young not least need to hear this! The body not counting, not offered to God – that measure of turning in on oneself – only increases the ways in which we might sin. Jesus famously and explicitly taught about the dangers of what comes out of our bodies (Mark 7. 14-23). 
The more I read about this, I see Leviticus not at all out on a limb. “Seed” became a regular Biblical theme, clearly sometimes with more than one meaning. The promised land was spoken of as a bride for the Israelites, flowing with milk and honey (see Isaiah 62.4); in Ezekiel, the land left behind was like a menstruous woman left in her impurity, and the blood is therefore to be washed off (36.17-18, 16.8-9). Jesus was a man who gave himself to his bride, the church; who died, with a discharge of blood and water; who healed a woman with a flow of blood. We’re talking about the flesh in need of redemption. And as already so often in the book, while at first sight we’re drawn to the problems, the dark side so to speak, the true emphasis here is on how in so many different respects we are to be drawn back to God. That is what God provides for!
	We give thanks for being called to be the body of Christ.

